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The Foilcraft Mayfair

The Foilcraft Mayfair is a high quality crafted product, designed by Artisans who understand the features required in a 
table-top hot foil stamping machine for embossing initials etc onto leather (real and fake).

With its elegant and sophisticated looks, the Foilcraft Mayfair would look great in an high-end boutique in any Town or City 
anywhere in the world. Its equally at home in a small workshop or an office, thanks to its compact design.

The Foilcraft Mayfair is packed with clever designs and a plethora of other features which are not often found on machines 
within this price range. These features mean that the machine can literally be used straight out of the box with no steep 
learning curve involved. This also makes it ideal for busy locations where any member of staff can use the machine with 
very little training.

The self-centring letter holder makes it easy to change over letters quickly and easily whilst other features such as the grid 
marked sliding bed, laser guides and spring clamps help to ensure that some guesswork is taken out when lining up your 
work. This minimises any wastage of time and goods whilst helping to add to your bottom line profit.

Our Foilcraft Mayfair is robustly constructed and engineered to very high standards. No corners have been cut to bring you 
the very best in personalisation equipment, at an affordable price. The Foilcraft Mayfair is finished off in luxury matt 
oxidised black paintwork which helps it to neatly blend into any working environment. Touch of brass adds to that extra feel 
of luxury!

Weighing at just 12kgs, the Foilcraft Mayfair is easily transported from one location to another, allowing you to take it from 
the workshop to pop-up shops, craft fayres, exhibitions etc.

When compared to other machines within this price range, the Foilcraft Mayfair stands heads and shoulders above the rest 
with its wide array of  exciting features.

With the Foilcraft Mayfair, you will quickly be able to personalise leather goods such as wallets, luggage tags, passport 
covers, key fobs, notebooks as well as envelopes, ribbons, gift tags and much more. The Foilcraft Mayfair is an essential 
piece of equipment for a busy location.
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only

£1495.00
+VAT*

* Shipping is extra and can be advised on request
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Packages available on our website



FEATURES
* Elegant modern and streamlined design
* Sliding grid marked print bed for accurate aligning. Size: 20x16cm (8" x 6.25")
* Self-centring letter holder - 8cm x 2.2cm (3.25" x 3/4") Accepts 1 line of letters only upto 60pt. For 2 lines of 36pt   
letters etc, please see ‘Slip Case Holder’ option below

Optional. Also required Slip Case for each line of text, plus * Slip Case Holder: 11cm x 3cm ( 4.25" x 1.25" approx) - 
additional Quads & Spacers (Please enquire)

* Die holder - 11cm x 5.6cm (4.25" x 2.25" approximately)
* Laser light for alignment
* Vertical operation
* Clamps to hold down product
* Concealed springs for added safety
* Work light (optional)
* Dimensions: - 22w x 33d x 43h cm  (8.75"W  x 13"D x 17"H  without handle)
* Weighs just 12kgs (unpacked)
* Prints upto 30mm thick or 45mm with the bed removed
* Maximum thickness of product: 30mm or 45mm with the bed removed (approximately)
* Available in 220v or 110v

ELECTRICAL
* Voltage: 220v or 110v
* Watts:  2 x 250w (500w total)
* Hz: 50
* Fuse: 5 Amp
* CE approved

BASIC KIT INCLUDES:
1) The Foilcraft Mayfair
2) Electrical lead (UK & USA) adapters for other countries 
3) Self-centring letter holder with polished wooden handles
4) Die holder with polished wooden handles
5) Handle
6) Location pin

a) Grid marked work area makes it easy to align 
products for stamping.

b) Cross laser beam helps further with alignment

c) 2 x Spring clamps help to hold products down 
firmly whilst stamping. They can also be moved out 
of the way, if required or totally removed.

1) The two return springs on our Foilcraft Mayfair are neatly 
concealed and do not pose any risks to anyone as such.

2) In addition to the concealed springs, there are also a series 
of holes where a pin could be located in order to minimise 
unnecessary travel of the handle. This is great for repeat work 
where only a small pull of the handle is required for an 
impression. This saves time and helps to increase production.
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All dimensions in this brochure are approximate
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Spare self-centring letter holder £125.00+VAT

One self-centring letter holder is supplied with the machine but extra 
ones are available at a cost of £125.00+VAT each. This is great option 
for a  busy location where another person could be setting up the next 
job. Self-centring letter holders are not suitable for small letters such as 
10pt. For these, please refer to the next item shown below.

Slip case holder £95.00+VAT

If you wish to print more than one line of text, then you will benefit from 
this optional multiple line letter holder. You will also require Slip Cases 
and Quads & Spacers on top to house the letters as shown in this 
image.  In this example, we have shown two optional 36pt Slip Cases. 
This item will also be required if you wish to print using letters as small as10pt. (eg for 
printing onto pencils). Optional pencil attachment required for printing pencils.

Spare die holder £75.00+VAT

One die holder is supplied with the machine but extra ones are available 
at a cost of £75.00+VAT. Optional die bonding tape is required to attach 
a die to a die holder (minimal cost).

Brass Letters (Prices depend on font size etc)

Brass letters are available in many sizes and styles. We tend to keep a 
couple of the most popular font styles and sizes in stock with others 
made to order. Please request our current catalogue for options and 
prices. Optional ‘Quads & Spacers’ are also required, especially when 
using together with ‘Slip Cases’ as described above.

Brass letters can also be made in foreign texts, font folder is required.
Non-stock items require manufacturing time of about 3-4 weeks.

Brass Dies

Brass dies can be made from your artwork - great for logos etc. High 
quality artwork is required in black and white and to the correct size with 
no half tones or fine lines. We accept PDF or AI (adobe illustrator) files.

Brass Emojis

We stock a wide range of the most popular emojis which can be used in 
conjunction with your brass letters. We can also custom make emojis   
from your high quality black and white artwork.
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* Prices of all items and specifications subject to changes without any prior notice *
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Optional clamp on work lamp £25.00+VAT

This optional clamp on work lamp is ideal for those working is areas 
where there is poor light or just need a little extra light for closer 
inspection.
Currently, this work lamp is only available in 220v (Machine is available 
in 220v or 110v).

?
Do you have any questions?

We are here to help and make your buying experience as easy 
as possible. 

If you have any questions, please call us or simply send us an 
email and we will get back to you super quick!

Tel: 01708-731294 (Weekdays during office hours)

(Please add us to WhatsApp first WhatsApp:  0044 7542 592589 
and only then call us from there)

email:  (weekdays and occasionally out of cplsales@print1.co.uk
office hours)

Follow us on Instagram @creativeprintersoflondon

Need help
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We give
honest advice

at all times.

We have now been 
established for
35 Years in this

business
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Leather goods for you to personalise!
Check out options and prices on our website at:- 

https://www.hotfoilstampingmachines.com/leather-goods
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We are pleased to announce our popular range of high quality saffiano leather goods - ready for you to personalise with 
your hot foil stamping machine!

We are offering our high-end leather goods at wholesale prices - giving you plenty of scope to add attractive margins on 
top!
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10 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 236.25

10 PT 150 Pieces Standard 357.00

12 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 241.50

12 PT 150 Pieces Standard 353.85

14 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 252.00

14 PT 150 Pieces Standard 372.75

16 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 267.75

16 PT 150 Pieces Standard 395.85

18 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 278.25

18 PT 150 Pieces   Standard 412.65

20 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 303.45

20 PT 150 Pieces Standard 446.25

22 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 309.75

22 PT 150 Pieces Standard 456.75

24 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 328.65

24 PT 150 Pieces Standard 469.35

26 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 341.25

26 PT 150 Pieces Standard 504.00

28 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 346.50

28 PT 150 Pieces Standard 512.40

30 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 351.75

30 PT 150 Pieces Standard 519.75

32 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 357.00

32 PT 150 Pieces Standard 528.15

34 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 370.65

34 PT 150 Pieces Standard 551.25

36 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 383.25

36 PT 150 Pieces Standard 564.90

48 PT 100 Pieces    Standard 420.00

48 PT 150 Pieces Standard 619.50

Size Description Style £ (GBP) EUROS USD AUD

Price List for Premium Quality Brass Type
Deep etched for best results

283.00

428.00

290.00

425.00

302.00

447.00

321.00

475.00

334.00

495.00

364.00

535.00

372.00

548.00

394.00

563.00

410.00

605.00

416.00

615.00

422.00

624.00

429.00

634.00

445.00

661.00

460.00

678.00

504.00

744.00

309.00

468.00

316.00

463.00

330.00

488.00

351.00

518.00

364.00

540.00

397.00

584.00

406.00

598.00

430.00

615.00

447.00

660.00

453.00

671.00

461.00

681.00

467.00

691.00

485.00

721.00

502.00

740.00

550.00

811.00

408.00

616.00

417.00

611.00

435.00

644.00

462.00

684.00

480.00

713.00

524.00

771.00

535.00

789.00

568.00

810.00

589.00

871.00

599.00

885.00

608.00

898.00

617.00

912.00

640.00

952.00

662.00

976.00

725.00

1070.00

Manufacturing time 2-3 weeks from receipt of order/payment*
Price List April 2022

How many of each characters
 you will receive in a 
100 or 150 piece set

Important!
Brass Letters are made to order with a lead 
time of about 2-3 weeks depending on our 
workload, time of year etc. Full payment is 
required with order. No refunds can be 
made for whatever reason for ‘Made to 
order’ items. We cannot be held responsible 
for delays, however caused. Please plan 
well ahead if you have any upcoming 
projects or events.

Extra letters 
can be 

purchased, 
please 
enquire

European Accents also available,
please enquire

Full font catalogue available on our website at https://www.hotfoilstampingmachines.com or please contact us for a direct link



Metal Letters
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Prices & Options

10pt Type   Capitals £51.70+VAT    Lowercase £40.70+VAT
Available in Gill Sans Bold, Perpetua, Univers Light, Univers Medium

18pt Type   Capitals £69.30+VAT    Lowercase £58.30+VAT
Available in Gill Sans Medium, Gill Sans Bold, Perpetua Bold, Plantin,
Rockwell Medium, Times New Roman, Times Bold,
Univers Light, Univers Medium, Univers Bold

24pt Type   Capitals £93.50+VAT    Lowercase £82.50+VAT
Available in Gill Sans Medium, Gill Sans Bold, Rockwell 
Medium, Times New Roman, Times Bold,
Univers Light, Univers Medium, Univers Bold

30pt Type   Capitals £103.40+VAT    Lowercase £92.40+VAT
Available in Gill Sans Medium, Gill Sans Bold, Perpetua, Rockwell Medium, Times New Roman, Times Bold,
Univers Light, Univers Medium, Univers Bold

36pt Type   Capitals £129.80+VAT    Lowercase £118.80+VAT
Available in Gill Sans Medium, Gill Sans Bold, Perpetua, Rockwell Medium, Times New Roman, Times Bold,

48pt Type   Capitals £195.80+VAT    Lowercase £184.80+VAT
Available in Gill Sans Bold only.

NOTES:-
Metal Type is Cast to the Anglo-American standard depth of 23.31mm (0.918"). The printing height of letters is 
determined by the point size you select.

The quantity of each letter / character you will receive in a set of type will depend on the point (pt) size of the letters 
as can be shown below. For a break down of the number of each letters toy will receive in a set, please contact us.

Quads & Spacers
In addition to choosing type, you will also require suitable size 'Slip Cases' to hold letters in a straight line inside the 
machine as we as 'Quads & Spacers'.. These items can be found on Page 5.

Brass Letters
If you are looking to print onto soft leather, then you may benefit from deeper etched brass letters which we also 
supply, made to order. Please refer to previous page (Page 5) for details and prices.

Comparison of metal vs brass letters and dies

(Cheaper option than brass letters but not as deeply etched)
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Lower cost ‘Metal Letters’ are not as deeply etched as brass letters and so 
on some leathers, they can fill in. It is for this reason why we recommend 
using brass letters where possible when embossing or debossing onto 
leather products.

Brass letters are also more durable and will last a lot longer than economy 
metal letters.



Maximum print 
area (Letters/Dies)

Maximum 
thickness

Maximum reach
(approx)

Accepts optional
letters

Accepts optional
dies/logos

Lock-A-Block
(Easy die changer)

Temperature 
Controller

Floating bed
(Optional)

Print bed size
(Maximum)

Dimensions
(Approx)

Foil holder

CE Approved

Wattage

Voltage

Net weight

Optional pencil
attachment

Sliding bed
(Grid marked)

Laser light
(for alignment)

Single line letters
Dies: 4.25" x 2.25"

Multiple line letters
Dies: 4" x 1.25"

Multiple line letters
Dies: 4" x 3"

2"
(Height adjustable)

5"
(Height adjustable)

1.18"

5.5" 9" 4"

Analogue Digital Digital

14" x 10"
Great for oversized

products

8" x 6"

10.5" x 16" x 11" 
(W, D, H)

10.5" x 16" x 11"
(W, D, H)

8.75" x 13" x 17"
(W, D, H)

300w 600w 500w

220v/110v 220v/110v 220/110v

12kgs 12kgs 12kgs

TBA*

Foilcraft 
Junior

Foilcraft 
EZ Pro

Foilcraft 
Mayfair

Quick Comparisons
CPLCPL

FOILCRAFT JUNIOR

A great low-cost starter machine for 
personalisation work. Height can be 
adjusted by upto 2" to print onto 
leather goods, notebooks, pencils 
etc.

FOILCRAFT EZ PRO

A compact and very popular 
machine with a very generous print 
area of approximately 4"x3"

Height can be adjusted by 5". 
Options such as ‘Floating Bed’, 
Self-Centring Letter Holder and 
Lock-A-Block make this machine 
extremely versatile for printing onto 
key fobs, luggage tags, purses, 
handbags as well as notebooks and 
pencils.

This machine is ideal for someone 
looking for an ‘all rounder’ without 
breaking the bank balance.

FOILCRAFT MAYFAIR

A compact machine designed
mainly with one line personalisation 
in mind.  

Supplied with a self-centring letter 
holder, it makes setting up letters 
quick and easy - great for a busy 
location.

A sliding print bed which is also grid 
marked makes it easy to line up 
your work whilst a unique laser light 
helps further with correct alignment.

If one line personalisation is your 
main aim, then this machine is the 
prefect machine option for you.

Creative Printers of London .  email: cplsales@print1.co.uk  .  Tel: 01708-731294  .  www.hotfoilstampingmachines.com

A quick
summary

Basic Machine
Price*

£795.00
+VAT

£1095.00
+VAT

£1495.00
+VAT

* Ready made packages available 
at extra cost on website or can be 
made to order.

Easily prints into 
the centre of A4

14" x 10"
Great for oversized

products
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